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Authentication is a mainstay of a device-driven world. Every application, every device, every operation 
of importance requires verifying the identity of the user – whether that is through a standard 
password, a one-time-password (OTP), or a token (hardware or software).

What started as a solution for technology vendors and the public has morphed into one of its 
greatest security and operational burdens. Each of these mechanisms is designed, by nature, to 
provide an additional layer of protection for critical information and operations. Each of them, 
however, is a vulnerability in itself – and is prone to a specific type or types of breaches.  In addition, 
each authentication method only complicates the user experience (UX). 

Secondary authentication methods are designed to add a layer of protection for applications and data 
– but, often, they only provide an entry point for malicious actors to gain easy access.

Enterprises employing authentication methods face the following security threats: 

Social engineering/impersonation: Attackers can easily persuade users to surrender a 
hardware token, provide an SMS OTP, or access a third-party OTP. 

Lack of linkage between authentication and transaction: there is no guarantee that what you 
see is what you sign. 

Key material vulnerabilities: 

Data protected by software tokens is vulnerable on mobile phones and on the backend 
server, as the key material is exposed internally every time the token is used. 

Hardware tokens are vulnerable to the pitfalls of a physical device, i.e. they are rendered 
useless if malfunctioning and compromised if stolen; they are also vulnerable to intercepts 
on the server side. 

SMS OTP messages are not encrypted.

Authentication methods provide serious operational challenges for enterprises employing them. 

Hardware tokens administration places a significant burden on the administering organization; 
the cost and time investment in maintaining, upgrading, and replacing tokens is high. 

Software tokens require hands-on, custom development and frequently run into integration 
and security issues with mobile cryptographic API, iOS, and Android support. 
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Authentication: Boon or Burden?

Challenge: Security

Challenge: Operations



Third-party OTP apps have limited backup support and are outside of the enterprise’s control in 
the event of an unexpected issue. 

With so many moving parts, tracking and auditing endpoint key usage can be tricky at best and 
impossible at worst. This presents issues when the company is asked to provide information or 
records for an audit.

Unbound’s Crypto-of-Things (CoT) secure authentication solution eliminates security vulnerabilities, 
streamlines operations and UX, and reduces cost – in one tidy installation that is easy to deploy, 
maintain, and upgrade.  

With CoT, you can rest assured that your software, smartcards, and tokens are secure on any 
endpoint. CoT not only prevents key theft, it prevents key misuse – i.e. even if an attacker gains access 
to the key, the mechanism of CoT prevents the key material from being stolen or used. 

Not sure where your keys are? Those days are over. CoT includes tamper-proof audit logs which audit 
all operations and are audit/inspection ready. 

Even better: CoT integrates with existing and new workflows, integrates with other technologies, and 
can be accessed from anywhere. All at lower cost and lower headache than legacy systems. 

In the end, what matters is keeping your data as safe as it would be in a traditional, air-gapped 
hardware security module (HSM) – but with the mobility and usability you and your clients need.

Poor user experience drives away clients and presents further operational issues for the administering 
organization. User experience issues with traditional authentication methods include: 

Lengthy, clunky operations with hardware tokens; the burden places on the end user to keep 
the token on hand to complete transactions. 

Remembering a PIN code or password for software token authentication.

Waiting to receive an SMS OTP – and dealing with the common problem of delayed or 
disappearing messages. 

Switching between two apps to authenticate when using a third-party OTP generator, and the 
headache of re-programming the authenticator in the case of a new, lost, or stolen mobile 
phone.
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Challenge: UX

Solution



How It Works
With CoT, most sensitive keys never exist in the clear at any point in their lifecycle – not when 
generated or in use. Key material is never whole; rather, each key exists as two random key shares – 
and all operations are carried out without ever uniting the key shares. All transactions are end-to-end 
(E2E) encrypted – and what you see, is what you sign.

A walkthrough
Developers use the Unbound CoT SDK to integrate CoT into the client application. Users download 
this app and follow the registration process (1). As part of the registration process, the user adds 
biometrics and/or a pin to protect authentication (2). An activation code is sent to the user through an 
out-of-band delivery method. The activation code is used to complete registration.

Upon completion, private key shares are created on the CoT client and CoT server devices (3) and the 
public key is distributed as needed (4).

For subsequent logins, the user enters the biometric information and/or pin (5). Authentication is 
verified using MPC, the CoT server key share and client key share (6).
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1. Registration into application server
User download the app and execute Registration

2. Set Biometric/Pin
User is setting the biometrics/pin that will protect the private key

3. Private keys shares
generated
Shares are generated 
between the CoT Server 
and the user device

5. User initiates log-in
User provide his/her 
biometrics/pin to enable
authentication.
The private key shares are
used for challenge-based
authentication.

6. Application server
verification with CoT
The challenge response
(result of MPC on private
key shares) is validated using
the public key on the
application server, ensuring user
authenticity.

7. Shares are refreshed

4. Corresponding public key
is sent to the application
server

CoT SDK



Feature
Central Management and Real Time Tamper-Proof Audit Trail

The CoT server includes real-time tamper-proof audit logs of any cryptographic operation 
performed on the endpoint (e.g. signing an authentication token, signing a transaction, data 
decryption). The audit log data can be fed into a SIEM, UEBA, or a risk engine, allowing 
detection of cryptographic key usage anomalies in real-time.

Brute-Force-Proof Authentication

Optional: Use 2FA to authorize any usage of the cryptographic key. Various authentication 
factors are supported, including PIN code, password, and native device biometrics such as 
FaceID, TouchID, and so on. Authentication takes place using the MPC algorithm between the 
endpoint and the CoT server, thereby preventing brute-force attacks.

Instant Revocation

When a device is suspected as compromised, you can revoke any transaction – and any 
key/key share – immediately. With Unbound, the deletion of the relevant key share on the CoT 
server immediately renders the key useless -- preventing any potential key theft or misuse.
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Benefits
Secure any key, anywhere - Unbound’s CoT protects any local key on any endpoint 
device by eliminating the single point of compromise using secure multi-party 
compu- tation. Deployment is fast, integration is seamless, and there is no dedicated 
hardware needed.

Upgrade UX and reduce TCO with no compromise on security - Unbound CoT delivers 
HSM-grade level of trust with a pure software solution that can be integrated into any 
application, greatly simplifying the UX and deployment of highly secure services 
presently leveraging HW tokens or smart cards.

Gain control over your endpoint authentication and identity access management – With 
centralized management and tamper-proof audit logging, your organization understands 
exactly where your key shares are and how they are being used – and can control, revoke, 
or change them without relying on third-party software or dedicated security hardware.



Success Stories
Global bank goes passwordless: A global bank based in North America was looking for a way to 
replace passwords with TouchID as a method of authentication for their 10,000 mobile app 
users without making any changes to pre-existing server code. With CoT, the bank has 
improved security for its devices seamlessly, without disrupting operations anywhere in the 
transaction life cycle.

Large national bank, hardware/software token replacement: One of APAC’s largest banks 
chose Unbound as a solution to ease the process burden on their clients – and on themselves 
– without reneging on their high regulatory standard. With CoT, the bank has begun replacing
over 11 million hardware and software tokens within the next 5 years – reducing the financial
and operational costs on the organization and easing a cumbersome UX.

Global communications and transaction network improves reputation by streamlining 
operations: A large network in the finance industry based in North America was seeking ways 
to improve their reputation as a slow, inefficient network. To streamline operations, they chose 
Unbound’s CoT to replace their smartcard system – boosting their credibility while solving 
operational headaches at the same time. 
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Follow Us

About Unbound
In a world moving towards everything encrypted, signed, and authenticated -- secure and 
operationally efficient cryptographic infrastructure is an absolute must for enterprises. Unbound 
Tech’s solutions leverage the latest in MPC technology and have been selected to secure many of the 
world’s largest banks and Fortune 500 companies. With a headquarters in Tel Aviv and an 
international headquarters in New York, Unbound Tech and its NextGen Key Orchestration Platform 
provides the cryptographic infrastructure to enable enterprises worldwide to easily secure and 
manage all their information and digital assets.

https://twitter.com/UnboundTech_
https://www.facebook.com/unbound.vHSM.tech/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/unbound-tech/

